A unicycle model of control a mobile robot is a simplified modeling approach modified from the differential drive mobile robots. Instead of controlling the right speed, and the left speed, of the drive systems, the unicycle model is using and as the controller parameters. Tracking is much easier in this model. In this paper, the dynamic of the robot parameter is controlled using two blocks of Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers. The gains of the PID are firstly determined using particle swarm optimization (PSO) in offline mode. After the optimal gain is determined, the tracking of the robot's trajectory is performed online with optimal PID controller. The achieved results of the proposed scheme are compared with those of dynamic model optimized with genetic algorithm (GA) and manually tuned PID controller gains. In the algorithm, the control parameters are computed by minimizing the fitness function defined by using the integral absolute error (IAE) performance index. The simulation results obtained reveal advantages of the proposed PSO-PID dynamic controller for trajectory tracking of a unicycle type of mobile robot. A MATLAB-Simulink program is used to simulate the designed system and the results are graphically plotted. In addition, numerical simulations using 8-shape as a reference trajectory with several numbers of iterations are reported to show the validity of the proposed scheme.
INTRODUCTION
A simplified control model called unicycle type of mobile robots has been used in many robotics applications. There are many proposed control laws in the mobile robot literature that can be used to control a unicycle type of mobile robots. One of the approaches used to design the basic control laws is based on kinematic and dynamic [1] . Most of the latest design has considered the dynamic part to improve the robot performance in the real condition. For example, Martin et al. [2] has considered using adaptive dynamic controller with feedback linearization. This control approach has good performance, however, it is dependent on accurate model parameters, i.e. when model parameters are unknown, adaptive control for adjusting these parameters is required. Some authors used backstepping techniques to design the adaptive control law [3] . Although the backstepping method can provide a systematic process, the controller parameters are obtained arbitrarily. On the other hand, other authors have used a feedback linearization approach and Lyapunov theories [4] . The saturation feedback controller for unicycle mobile robot proposed by Lee et al. [5] , however, it is only applicable for a single controller. Thus, a kinematic controller, which controls the trajectory of the robot at an upper level, and an adaptive dynamic controller, which controls the velocities of the robot at a lower level is necessary. The previous work done by Martin et al. [6] described the controller gains of the unicycle dynamic model adjusted using genetic algorithms. However, GA performance indicates slow convergence.
In this paper, an extension of the above work on velocity controller by using PID is developed. PID gains such as and are determined by the controllers, however, the three adjustable controller parameters should be tuned appropriately. The existence of conventional parameter tuning techniques such as Ziegler-Nichols (ZN) and various artificial intelligence approaches such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Differential Evolutions (DE) could help to tune the PID for optimal gain combinations for a better response of the system.
More recently, an optimization technique, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) has been introduced. A comparative study between PSO and GA has been carried out by Hassan et al. [7] and it was found that PSO gives better performance as it has good global searching ability and easier to be implemented than GA. However, as PSO is a new evolutionary computation technique, there are not many research have been done yet in implementing PSO technique in dynamic model of unicycle mobile robot. A good example of using PSO-PID is reported by Hashim et al. [8] utilized on precise positioning system in micro-EDM specific for biomedical application where the PI and PID controllers are used to control the DC motor precisely. This paper will be focused on employing optimal PID controller into the dynamic model of the unicyclelike mobile robot that will be explained in Section 2. The method of tuning PID controller is discussed in Section 3. Next, Section 4 presents the simulation setup via MATLAB-SIMULINK. Section 5 highlights the results, of comparative studies between the proposed controller and the controller designed by the Martin et al. [6] . Lastly, the Section 6 concludes the results and the findings.
ROBOT MODEL
A unicycle mobile robot considered in this paper is a class of nonholonomic mobile robots. Therefore it also has nonholonomic constrains due to the wheel limitations. In this section, the dynamic model of the unicycle-like mobile robot proposed by Martin et al. [1] is reviewed. Figure 1 depicts the mobile robot, its parameters and variables of interest. and are the linear and angular velocities of the robot, respectively, is the center of mass of the robot, is the position of the castor wheel, is the location of a tool onboard the robot, is the point of interest with coordinates and in the XY plane, ψ is the robot orientation, and a is the distance between the point of interest and the central point of the virtual axis linking the traction wheels (point B). 
Kinematic Modeling
The design of the kinematic controller is based on the kinematic model of the robot, assuming that the disturbance term in Eq. (1) is a zero vector. From Martin et al. [2] , the robot's kinematic model is given by 
and the kinematic control law proposed to be applied to the robot is given by
Instantaneous distance error can be calculated as
where, ̃= − , and ̃= − are the current position errors in the axes X and Y, respectively, > 0 and > 0 are the gains of the controller, ∈ ℜ, and ∈ ℜ are saturation constants, and ( , ) and ( , ) are the current and the desired coordinates of the point of interest, respectively. The objective of such a controller is to generate the references of linear and angular velocities for the dynamic controller, as shown in Figure 2 . 
Dynamic Modeling
The complete mathematical model adopted from De La Cruz and Carelli [9) , is written as 
and
where and are functions of the slip velocities and the robot orientation, and are functions of physical parameters as mass, inertia, diameters of the wheel and tyre, parameters of the motors, forces on the wheels, etc., are considered as disturbances.
The parameters included in vector are functions of some physical parameters of the robot, such as a mass,
; moment of inertia, at point G; the electrical resistance, of its motors; the electromotive constant, of its motors; the torque constant, of its motors; the friction coefficient, ; the moment of inertia of each group rotor-reduction gear-wheel; the radius of the wheels; the nominal radius, of the tyres; and the distances and .
It is assumed that the robot have PID controllers to control the velocities of each dynamic parameter, with proportional gains > 0 and > 0, and derivative gains > 0 and > 0. It is also assumed that the motors associated to the driven wheels are DC motors with identical characteristics, with negligible inductance. The equations describing the parameters were firstly proposed by De La Cruz and Carelli [9] in their wheeled chair design, and later reproduced by Martin et al. [1] to compensate in his adaptive controller design. In detail, are 
Parameters 3 and 5 will be null if and only if, the center of mass G is exactly in the central point of the virtual axis linking the traction wheels (point B), i.e. = 0. In this paper it is assumed that ≠ 0. The robot's model presented in Eq. (6) is partitioned into a kinematic part and a dynamic part, as shown in Figure  2 . Therefore, two controllers are implemented, based on feedback linearization, for both the kinematic and dynamic models of the robot. For this simulation setup, the value of the dynamic vector are set as 1 = 0.3088; 2 = 0.3350; 3 = 0.0007125; 4 = 1.2484; 5 = 0.005; and 6 = 1.3207. This is the dynamic vector parameters determined by Martin et al. [2] based on PIONEER 3-DX robot.
PID CONTROLLER
The parallel architecture of PID controller (after this is referred to as PID controller) such shown in Figure 3 sums up the error signals, e(t) by comparing the desired and actual linear and angular velocities. The error signals, e(t)are then being multiplied by PID gains, Kp, Ki and Kd to produce the input signal, u(t). The 'tuning' or 'design' of PID controller is the adjustment process of the values Kp, Ki and Kd. There are two categories of tuning approaches, which are the conventional and the alternative approaches. The empirical and the analytical methods, widely used by control designers are considered as the conventional approaches. The alternative approaches are limited to methods that employ the stochastic process in the tuning rules. 
Conventional PID Tuning Method
Most of the conventional PID tuning methods are empirical tuning approaches while the analytical tuning approaches are limited to a few number reported. The most popular empirical PID tuning method is the classical Ziegler and Nichols (1942) method where the PID parameters are experimentally tuned in order to get the best outcome. To perform this method, the gains Ki and Kd are set to zero while the gain Kp is kept increasing until it reaches the ultimate gain value, Ku. Ku is determined when the output response is oscillating with constant amplitude (which is Ku) at the ultimate period, Tu.
PID Tuned with PSO
The basic PSO algorithm consists of three steps: generating particles positions and velocities, velocity update, and finally, position update. Here, a particle refers to a point in the design space that changes its position from one move (iteration) to another based on velocity updates. First, according to Hassan et al. [7] , the positions, , and velocities, , of the initial swarm of particles are randomly generated using the upper and lower bounds on the design variables values, and as expressed in Eqs. (9) and (10) .
The second step is to update the velocities of all particles at iteration + 1 using the objective or fitness values of particles. The fitness function value of a particle determines which particle has the best global value in the current swarm, and also determines the best position of each particle over iteration, , The three values that effect the new search direction, namely, current motion, particle own memory, and swarm influence, are incorporated via a summation approach as shown in Eq. (11) with three weight factors, namely, inertia factor, , self-confidence factor, 1 , and swarm confidence factor, 2 .
The appropriate value range for 1 and 2 is between 1 and 2, however 2 is the most appropriate in many cases. The following inertia weight is used based on work by Lalitha et al. [10] can be written as
where , is the maximum number of iterations and the current number of iterations, respectively. Where, and are the minimum and maximum weights, respectively. Appropriate values for and are 0.4 and 0.9, respectively proposed by Eberhart and Shi [11] has been considered in this simulation setup. Position update is the last step in each iteration. The position of each particle is updated using its velocity vector as shown in Eq. (13) and depicted in Figure 4 .
The three steps of velocity update, position update, and fitness calculations are repeated until a desired convergence criterion is met. In the previous section, the PID controller has been designed to control the dynamic parameter of the dynamic robots. The coefficients , are the kinematic control parameters and , are the velocity control parameters. The PID velocity controller used to maintain the velocities of the mobile robot at desired value as Serrano et al. [12] has experimented it on the PIONEER 3-AT robots. He suggested these values need to be positive to satisfy the stability criteria. In a conventional PID gain tuning method, these parameters are usually selected manually. It is also possible that the parameters are properly chosen, but it cannot be said that the optimal parameters are selected.
To overcome this drawback, this paper adopts the PSO for determining the optimal value of the PID dynamic control parameters. The PSO is utilized off line to determine the gain for the PID controllers. The performance of the controller varies according to adjusted parameters. As aforementioned, each PID block is comprised of one dynamic parameter. Thus, there are, in sum, three control parameters that need to be selected simultaneously for each PID representing the Kp, Ki and Kd. The controller parameters can be written as
The Performance Criteria
In the present study, an integral absolute error (IAE) is utilized to assess the performance of the controller as it is widely adopted to evaluate the dynamic performance of the control system. Based on the calculation by Allaoua et al. [13] , the integral of the tracking errors can be calculated as
(15) where ( ) is the instantaneous error at each iterations.
The aim is to minimize this fitness function in order to improve the system response in terms of the steadystate errors. For fitness function calculation, the timedomain simulation of the unicycle mobile robot system model is carried out for the simulation period, .
SIMULATION MODEL
This section discusses the simulation setup for the proposed methodology. In this study, the following values are used in simulation setup for PID controller parameter optimization [14] :
i.
Dimension of the search space = 6 ( i.e.,
Population/swarm size = 15; iii.
The number of maximum iteration = 100; iv.
The self and swarm confident factor, 1 and 2 = 2; v.
The inertia weight factor is set by [15] , where = 0.9 and = 0.4; vi.
The searching ranges for the PID gains parameters are limited to (0, 200); vii.
The simulation time, is equal to 250s; viii.
Optimization process is repeated 10 times;
Simulation Platform
In this section, the corresponding robot kinematic and dynamic parameters as explained in the earlier section are used in the MATLAB-Simulink simulation environment as shown in Figure 5 . The PSO algorithm is written in MATLAB mfile. 
The PID Tuning using PSO
In this section, PSO algorithm is used to optimize parameters of linear and angular velocities controller described in the previous section. The PSO creates a population of 100 swarms that contain the parameters necessary to minimize the objective function. After applying each best fitness into the PSO-PID velocity controller gains, the whole mobile robot system is simulated by taking into consideration the Pioneer 3-DX complete dynamic model including its speed and acceleration limitations. In this paper, the value for the gains for the kinematic controller, and are set as 1.0. Noise was added to the positions and velocities signals sent to the controllers. The period of each simulation was set at = 250 , in which the robot should follow an 8-shape trajectory (varying linear and angular speeds).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the simulations, the responses of the linear and velocity controller obtained using the proposed PSO-PID controller is shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen that the linear and angular velocities are not much different with those of the reference signals. The rest of the results presented here are categorized into three aspects of verifications; i) smallest fitness function; ii) smaller distance trajectory error and iii) better performance with smaller IAE index. 
Verification 1-Smallest Fitness Function
The objective of utilizing PSO in tuning PID is to get the best optimal gain. The gain value is limited to between 0 and 200. As the number of iterations gets larger, the fitness value becomes smaller. The gain starts to stabilize starting at 50 iterations. The optimal value is reached at fitness 72. Although the iteration is continuing to 100, the fitness value has already reached optimal value at 72 iterations. Figure 7 illustrates this condition. As the MATLAB can capture gain values in each iteration, the one reported here is the fitness value at the point where the fitness is changing, or in other word, in the situation where the PSO found the global best for the two PID gains combination. This changing point is shown in Figure 8 . Table 1 shows the fitness values of PID gains at the change points. 
Verification 2-Smaller Distance Trajectory Errors
As described in earlier section, the objective of the design of the controller is to reduce the distance error.
It is important as it will determine the ability of the controller to ensure the robot position to closely follow a desired trajectory. Figure 9 shows the result for robot trajectory compared with the reference (8-shape), the robot trajectory with GA and robot trajectory run with PSO with 10 iterations. From the graph, it shows that with the PSO-PID controller, the robot has managed to track the reference trajectory with very minimal error compared with GA controller. The trajectory is related to the distance the robot compared with the reference. As the error is calculated using Eq.5 the result of the distance error is shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen that the proposed PSO-PID controller is able to reduce the distance error much better compared with the GA. The distance error can be reduced much better using larger iterations. This can be seen closely in Figure 11 . 
Verification 3-Better Performances with Smaller IAE Index
As discussed in the earlier section, the performance criterion is determined based on the IAE and Energy indexes. Some of the resulting PID gains selected by the PSO, associated with the corresponding IAE and Energy indexes, are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that the smallest IAE value is achieved by the set of bigger gains for dynamic model. It can be seen that the PSO-PID gains also do not consume much energy compared with other approaches, moreover, the PSO-PID controller seems to have smaller IAE index, which indicates stable robot performance. 
CONCLUSION
Simulation was performed using MATLAB/Simulink software, employing the dynamic model of the unicycle-like mobile robot presented in section 2 and the PID control structure optimized using PSO proposed in section 3. The presented simulation results show that PSO can be successfully used to select controller gains that result in smaller tracking error and minimizing energy consumption. From the present study, the followings can be concluded: A limitation of the proposed tuning methods is relies on the accuracy of the robot dynamic model. Therefore, the quality of the tuning results depends on the accuracy of the robot model.
